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Lopez Holdings:
Resilience in the
face of adversity

LAST year, Lopez Holdings Corporation underwent a couple of major changes.
Previously known as Benpres Holdings Corporation, it now proudly shares the name of the family that
founded it, and bears a new logo that at once recalls its rich history, expresses it forward-looking character and evokes its vision of a brighter, better future. Its financial restructuring also neared its successful
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Lopez Holdings attributable
income up 10.7%

LOPEZ Holdings Corporation
posted P13.175 billion in net income attributable to equity holders of the parent in 2010. The
amount is 10.7% higher than the
P11.901B reported in 2009.
ABS-CBN
Corporation,
which is consolidated in Lopez
Holdings financial statements,
had a record performance in
2010. It registered a net income
of P3.178B, up 87% year-onyear as total revenues grew 30%
from 2009 to P32.185B.
Equity in net earnings increased by 164.8% to P11.118B
from P4.198B, as affiliate First
Philippine Holdings Corporation
(FPHC) reported a net income

attributable to equity holders of
the parent of P24.850B. FPHC
completed the sale of a 6.6%
stake in Meralco in March 2010.
FPHC’s consolidated revenues
reached P64.3B in 2010, with sale
of electricity accounting for 82%.
“FPHC investees in power generation and even in manufacturing
are expected to provide stable income streams in the medium term.
ABS-CBN is adapting well to the
competitive environment in its
industry and is continuously innovating to achieve further growth.
Lopez Holdings will continue to
support its associated companies
to enhance value and provide balanced returns to all stakeholders,”

said Lopez Holdings president
Salvador G. Tirona.
In 2010, Lopez Holdings reported a gain on extinguishment
of debt of P446 million compared
to the gain of P7.522B in 2009.
The gain on extinguishment of
debt is due to the debt buyback
made by the company for 2010
and 2009. As part of its efforts
to restructure its existing financial obligations, Lopez Holdings,
subject to availability of cash, has
an offer to buy back its debt at a
discount to principal.
As of December 31, 2010,
Lopez Holdings held a 57.3%
economic interest in ABS-CBN
and 44.3% in FPHC. (CPS)

FIRST Philippine Holdings
(FPH) posted a significant
growth in net income attributable to parent of P24.9 billion in
2010 from P8.7B in 2009. Net
income increased due to gain
from sale of Meralco shares coupled with strong performance of
its subsidiaries and affiliates and
lower debt level.
On March 30, 2010, FPH
completed the sale of an additional 74.7 million shares in
Meralco to Beacon Electric Asset Holdings Inc. FPH received
payment of P300 per share or a

total purchase price of P22.4B. It
retains a 6.6% stake in Meralco
and is entitled to nominate one
director, among other rights.
First Gen Corporation reported a net income attributable to parent of $70.2M for
2010, up by 318% from $16.8M
posted last year. The substantial
increase was due to higher earnings posted by Energy Development Corporation, First Gas
Power Corporation and First
Gas Hydro complemented by
the positive effects of the company’s deleveraging program.

FPH’s manufacturing arm,
First Philippine Electric Corporation (First Philec), grew its
net income attributable to parent threefold from P55.3M to
P159.9M. In December 2010,
its subsidiary First Philec Solar Corporation inaugurated its
second production facility, and
First Philec Nexolon Corporation, a joint venture with Nexolon Corporation of Korea, was
incorporated.
First Philippine Industrial
Park Inc. (FPIP) posted a net
income of P312.3M compared
to P726.5M the previous year.
FPIP generated revenues of
P873M in 2010 versus P1.2B
in 2009. The recorded revenues
were the company’s second
highest ever.
Rockwell Land reported a
high net income of P801.2M,
representing a 26% year-onyear growth. Revenues for 2010
reached P4.9B, a 20% increase
from the previous year. (Hazel
Velasco)

FPH’s net income
surges to P24.9B

First Gen has an effective 40% economic interest in EDC

2010 financial results

ABS-CBN
Lopez Holdings
EDC
First Gen
FPHC

2009

2010

% change

2009

2010

% change

P24.849B
P24.849B
P22.07B
$1.022B
P59.1B

P32.185B
P32.185B
P24.90B
US$1.2B
P64.3B

+30
+30
+13
+22
+9

P1.702B
P11.901B
P3.31B
$16.7M
P8.7B

P3.179B
P13.175B
P4.12B
$70.2M
P24.9

+87
+11
+24
+319
+186

*Net income attributable to equity holders of the parent

EDC reports 31%
gain in net income
ENERGY Development Corporation (EDC) posted a net income of P4.4 billion, up by 31%
from the P3.4B reported in 2009.
The increase is primarily attributable to the full year electricity
revenues from its power generation subsidiary Green Core
Geothermal Inc. which operates
the Tongonan and Palinpinon
geothermal power plants.
Electricity sales from the
6,883 GWh sold amounted to
P22.9B accounting for 94.6%
of EDC’s P24.2B total gross
revenues from the consolidated steam and electricity sales
volume of 7,548.6 GWh. As

Hydro Power Corporation and
Energy Development Corporation (EDC). These developments
were complemented by the positive effects of the company’s deleveraging program,” First Gen
president Giles Puno said.
The reliable dispatch of First
Gas’s 1,000-MW Santa Rita and
500-MW San Lorenzo natural
gas-fired power plants were the
main contributors to the increase

in revenues from the sale of electricity by $222.1M or 22% to
$1.2B in 2010 from $1B in 2009.
For 2010, First Gas plants delivered stable earnings of $130.1M.
There was a notable increase
in equity in net earnings from
associates, namely EDC and
FG Hydro, in 2010. The increase
was coupled with lower interest
expenses at Red Vulcan Holdings Corporation, the company

compared to 2009, gross revenue from the sale of steam and
electricity increased by P5.1B,
or 26.9%, from P19B even as
sales volume decreased slightly
by 665.6 GWh, or 8.1%, from
8,214.2 GWh.
“The consistent upward trend
in our income results is the product of our two-pronged strategy
of driving growth and managing risks,” EDC president and
COO Richard Tantoco said. “As
we completed our acquisition
targets and aggressively pursued
growth opportunities both in
the domestic and international
fronts, we also improved our

loan portfolio mix with the
settlement of the Miyazawa II
loan. This further reduced our
exposure to the movements of
the Japanese yen.”
EDC’s hydroelectric power
plants in Pantabangan, Nueva
Ecija contributed P2.1 billion
in electricity revenues from the
348.5 GWh sold. This is 71.5%
better than the P1.2B revenues
from the previous year due to
the completion of refurbishment and upgrade of Unit 1 of
the hydroelectric power plant
that also increased the power
generation capacity by 10 MW.
(Toni Nieva)

ABS-CBN net income
jumps to P3.2B
THE consolidated net income
of ABS-CBN Corporation
jumped by P1.5 billion or 87%
to P3.2B in 2010.
ABS-CBN delivered consolidated revenues of P32.2B from
advertising and consumer sales,
posting an increase of P7.3B or
30% year-on-year.
Advertising revenues rose
50% or P7.3 in 2010, reaching P21.7B. This increase is
attributable to the surge in total advertising minutes sold,
programmed rate increase that

First Gen consolidated revenues hit $1.2B
FIRST Gen Corporation reported higher attributable net
income to parent of $70.2 million for 2010, up by 319% from
$16.7M posted last year. Consolidated revenues also jumped by
$222.1M or 22% to $1.2 billion
in 2010 from last year’s $1.0B.
“The substantial increase
in earnings was driven by the
strong operating performance of
the First Gas group, First Gen

Net income*

TOTAL REVENUES

that directly owns 40% of EDC.
In 2010, Red Vulcan reduced
its debt by 40% or P5.5B, from
P13.8B to P8.3B.
First Gen’s consolidated net income in 2010 increased by $26.0M
or 27% to $121.0M, compared to
the net income of $95.0M in the
previous year. The company’s net
income attributable to the parent
company of $70.2M is net of minority interests. ( Joel Gaborni)

took effect in February 2010,
and political advertisements.
Consumer sales in 2010
amounted to P10.4B, posting a slight 1% increase or
P60 million from a year ago,
mainly from SKYCable. SKYCable contribution share to
total consumer sales increased
to 38% with it its subscription
and service revenue contributing P3.9B, or P348M more
than 2009. ABS-CBN Global’s
contribution share amounted to
49%, while that of ABS-CBN
Film Production Inc. or Star
Cinema amounted to 13%.
Total expenses grew by P3.8B
or 20% year-on-year to P23.4B,
driven mostly by higher production costs and general and administrative expenses (GAEX).
Total production costs in 2010
rose by P1.6B or 25% to P7.9B,
as ABS-CBN strategically increased programming hours of
in-house produced primetime
dramas, afternoon programs
and variety shows. GAEX rose
32% or P2.0B year-on-year to
P8.2B, inclusive of P1.3B one-

time expenses for performancebased pay and nonrecurring
corporate initiatives. Net income attributable to shareholders for 2010 is P3.2B, a P1.5B
or 87% improvement over last
year’s net income.
Earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA) reached
P8.6B, yielding an EBITDA
margin of 27% for 2009, and
33% or P2.1B better than 2009
EBITDA of P6.5B. Capital
expenditure and film and program rights acquisition in 2010
amounted to P3.7B, P738M or
25% higher than the level of
spending from previous year.
(Paul Michael Villanueva)

SAVE THE DATE
May 11: First Gen Corp.
annual meeting, PSE
Auditorium, 9 am
May 30: First Philippine
Holdings Corp. annual
meeting, PSE Auditorium, 3 pm
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Amb. Lopez continues repatriation work,
presents credentials to Japan emperor
ALMOST two months after the twin
disasters in Japan, Philippine Ambassador to Japan Manuel M. Lopez remains
busy, this time with the repatriation of
Filipinos from Fukushima.
On April 17, the ambassador accompanied a batch of Filipino repatriates from Narita, where they had been
brought by the Philippine Embassy
repatriation team. The repatriates—19
mothers and 25 children—were living
within the 100-kilometer radius of the
damaged Fukushima Dai-ichi Nuclear
Power Plant in northeastern Japan.
From Narita, Amb. Lopez escorted
them to Manila onboard a commercial Philippine Airlines flight. To date,
almost 100 Filipinos have been repatriated in line with the repatriation
program implemented by the Philippines.
A second batch of repatriates that included 27 children have since followed
the initial batch of 44. Like the latter,
they were brought to Narita, where the
embassy had arranged for their overnight stay, from Fukushima City.

“We offered voluntary repatriation as a
humanitarian option for those concerned,”
Amb. Lopez said.
Even as foreign embassies scrambled
to shut down or leave the Japanese capital
because of radiation concerns, the Philippine Embassy, led by Amb. Lopez, had
continued to extend assistance to Filipinos
affected by the twin disasters.
“We are fully committed to remain here
to serve the needs of Filipinos in Japan,”
the ambassador had vowed in March.
An estimated 225,000 Filipinos live in
Japan, with little over a thousand based
in Miyagi province, which was hit by the
March 11 tsunami.
Meanwhile, on April 7, Amb. Lopez
presented his credentials to Emperor Akihito at a ceremony held at the Imperial
Palace. Also present were Japan’s Justice
Minister, Satsuki Eda, and senior officials
of the Philippine Embassy.
During the ceremony, Amb. Lopez conveyed to the emperor the sympathies of the
Philippine nation for the earthquake which
struck Eastern Japan in March. He expressed the solidarity of the Filipino people

FPIC UPDATE

SC inspection
uncovers no new
holes in pipeline
NO additional holes in the fuel pipeline of First Philippine
Industrial Corporation (FPIC) were uncovered when Supreme Court Associate Justice Presbitero Velasco Jr. conducted an ocular inspection of portions of the pipeline near the
West Tower building in Bangkal, Makati City.
Independent experts from the University of the Philippines
National Institute for Geological Sciences (UP-NIGS) and
Civil Engineering Department joined Justice Velasco during
his inspection on April 15, 2011. Also joining the inspection
were representatives from West Tower, experts commissioned
by the Makati City government, Energy Undersecretary Jose
Layug Jr., and officials from FPIC.
A portion of the Batangas-Manila pipeline earlier sprang
a leak in Bangkal, forcing the pipeline’s shutdown and drawing a suit from West Tower. FPIC subsequently plugged five
mung bean-sized holes after they were found.
The SC ordered the inspection after a West Tower official
alleged the existence of the new holes during a preliminary
conference at the Supreme Court. The preliminary conference
was related to the petition that West Tower residents filed at
the SC. After the petition was filed, the SC issued a temporary environmental protection order against FPIC’s operation
of the pipeline.
While the SC petition is pending, FPIC is conducting a remediation of the Bangkal area, including the rehabilitation of
West Tower. Experts from here and abroad are helping FPIC
in the cleanup program. ( Joel Gaborni)

with the people of Japan and reiterated the
Philippines’ readiness to provide further
assistance to the devastated areas. Emperor
Akihito, for his part, expressed appreciation for the letter of sympathy of President
Benigno S. Aquino III and inquired about
Filipinos affected by the earthquake.
The former CEO of Meralco, Amb.
Lopez was known for instituting a culture
of “malasakit” as the distribution utility
strove to overhaul its image in the 1990s.
Despite numerous challenges and crises,
his stewardship of Meralco was distinguished for being a period of industrial
peace and progressive initiatives.

Clockwise from top:
Amb. Manuel M.
Lopez presents his
credentials to Emperor Akihito in Tokyo;
Distributing relief
goods to Filipinos in
Sendai; with wife
Maritess during a
reception hosted by the
Philippine Embassy

The future of TV

ABS-CBN to launch five new channels on free-to-air TV

ABS-CBN DTV
Marketing head
Miguel Mercado

ABS-CBN is ready to launch five
new premium channels on freeto-air TV via digital television
(DTV), a high-tech standard that
uses digital signals for broadcast.
DTV occupies lesser space in
the frequency so that a single TV
station can broadcast on more
than one channel, giving viewers
more program options. DTV also
produces better picture and sound
compared to the analog system.
The new channels to be made available include two channels for kids, a
channel for the youth, a channel for
dads and a channel for moms. Upon
the purchase of a DTV Digibox to be

connected to the television set, viewers
will be able to enjoy these channels for
free in addition to the existing channels broadcasting in digital. By the
time ABS-CBN DTV is launched,
the list will include Channel 2, Studio
23, GEM TV and NBN.
According to Miguel Mercado,
ABS-CBN DTV head of Marketing,
ABS-CBN is ready to launch DTV
operations within the year. He said the
company is just waiting for the go-signal from the National Telecommunications Commission (NTC).
“With Philippine broadcasting companies going digital, the
viewing public will be able to en-

joy digital quality viewing in any
TV as DTV addresses the issues of
poor reception, grainy pictures and
choppy audio,” Mercado said.
The NTC has directed the local
television industry to make a complete transition to digital by 2015.
ABS-CBN has been preparing for
the switchover since 2007.
Recently, the network conducted
DTV trials in more than 1,000
households all over the Philippines.
Viewers have also expressed willingness to buy the DTV Digibox,
which only costs as much as a DVD
player, so that they could get the
new channels for free. (Kane Choa)

SKYBroadband unleashes a speed master
SKYBROADBAND introduces the 5Mbps Internet package
with a 15GB usage allowance
for only P999.
What makes SKYBroadband’s offer truly unique is the
fact that other Internet service
providers can only give out
1Mbps for the same price point.
Rodrigo Montinola, head of
Marketing of SKYCable, said
innovation has always been in
the corporate DNA of SKYBroadband.

“In 2008, we surprised
the market when we offered
12Mbps when everyone else
was offering a maximum speed
of 3Mbps. In 2010, SKYBroadband again offered the fastest
speed at 112Mbps, initially rolling out in Rockwell Center.”
The latest consumable plan
has a data volume allowance of
15GB, which gives Internet users the freedom to do any of the
following activities at a given
time: unlimited access to social

networking sites for a month,
download up to 3,750 songs or
25 movies, watch 125 hours of
nonstop YouTube or iWantv!
clips or consume 586 hours of
talk time in Internet telephony.
These activities can be mixed
and matched, depending on the
Internet usage habits.
The package includes a free
subscription to iWantv!, which
offers exclusive content for
SKYBroadband
subscribers.
Subscribers with additional

Did you miss an issue of LopezLink? Access our archives at www.Lopezlink.ph

data requirements may top up
for P100 per 1GB—another
first for the industry. A similar
5-Mbps plan, this time with a
35-GB monthly data allocation,
is also available for P1,999.
Visit www.lifeat5mbps.com
to learn how to maximize a 5Mbps connection. Sign up for
a 15-day free trial or call the
SKYBroadband customer service hotline at 631-0000 to experience the difference! (Susan
Ortiz)
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‘Good Vibes’
dances its way to
teens’ hearts
“Good Vibes” has captivated
the hearts of the teen crowd
with a blend of drama,
romance and amazing
dance routines performed
by young stars like Sam
Concepcion, Enrique Gil,
Arron Villaflor, Ivan
Dorschner, Yen Santos,
Devon Seron and James
Reid. The youth-oriented
program ruled its timeslot
on its debut episode in
April, garnering a rating
of 9.7% according to data
from Kantar Media.
Catch “Good Vibes” every
Sunday after “ASAP
Rocks” on ABS-CBN.
(Kane Choa)

‘Storyline’ bags two medals at NYF
ABS-CBN News and Current
Affairs led the winners from the
Philippines at the New York Festivals (NYF) International TV and
Film Awards 2011 by taking home
two medals for the documentary
program “Storyline” and eight finalist certificates.
“Storyline” bagged a Silver World
Medal in the Biography/Profiles
category and a Bronze World
Medal in the Community Portraits category. It was also awarded

a finalist certificate in the
Social
Issues/Current
Events category.
Rounding out the winners from the Kapamilya
network’s news and current affairs division are
“Bloodbath in Manila,” the
“TV Patrol” coverage of the
Manila bus siege, and Ces
Oreña Drilon’s docudrama
“I Survived,” which both received
finalist certificates.

The New York Festivals also
awarded “Dahil May Isang Ikaw”

and “Magkaribal” with finalist certificates in the Telenovela category.
The promotional spot titled “Altar,”
created by ABS-CBN Creative
Communications Management
for the fire prevention month, was
also a finalist in the Copywriting:
Promotion Spot category.
With eight finalists, two of
which won medals, ABS-CBN is
the country’s biggest winner at this
year’s New York Festivals. (Kane
Choa)

Angel stands up for human rights, strips down for ‘Kinse’

Sam
Concepcion

ANGEL Aquino takes on her
most daring role to date as she
strips down in protest of human rights violations for the film
project “Kinse” of the ABS-CBN
News Channel (ANC).
“Kinse” is a collection of four- to
six-minute short films on human
rights directed by 15 Filipino filmmakers led by Erik Matti, Carlitos
Siguion-Reyna and Paolo Villaluna.
In the latest teaser for the project, Angel portrays a seemingly
strong and glamorous woman

who after taking her clothes off
piece by piece, reveals a battered
woman with bruises all over her
body.
Aside from lending her talent
to promote “Kinse,” Angel will also
anchor the six-part TV special on
the project to be aired this May.
With two daughters of her own,
Angel hopes she can help raise
awareness on the issue through
this human rights series. “Gusto
kong malaman nila na hindi nila
dapat payagan na mangyari ito sa
kanila,” she said.

“Kinse” is ANC’s
follow-up project to
the film series “amBisyon2010,” which tackled the 10 issues Filipinos should consider
in choosing the next
leaders of the nation.
As ANC celebrates
its 15th anniversary
of telling the nation’s
stories, it aims to again
stir discussion and action through
“Kinse,” which is produced in partnership with the Commission on

Human Rights, and through the
support of the embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. (K. Choa)

Anchors launch ‘Bandila’ microsite ‘100 Days to
“BANDILA” anchors Ces
Oreña Drilon, Julius Babao
and Karen Davila reach out to
more Filipinos and deliver the
news through-

‘Biggest Loser’ reveals
fitness experts!

ABS-CBN introduced Chinggay Andrada
and Jim Saret as the fitness specialists who
will guide “The Biggest Loser Pinoy Edition”
contestants toward losing weight and leading
healthier lives. Photo shows ABS-CBN business unit head Lauren Dyogi (left) and head of
Entertainment Production Linggit Tan (3rd
from left) who presented the program’s partners,
St. Luke’s Medical Center, DMCI Homes
and Fitness First, during a contract signing at
ABS-CBN. Also in photo are Saret and Arnold Vegafria, Andrada’s manager. Watch for
“The Biggest Loser Pinoy Edition” on ABS-CBN!
(K. Choa)

Fatima sings ‘100 Days’
theme song

Visually impaired singer Fatima Soriano
touches the hearts of millions with her voice
as she sings “Mahiwaga,” the theme song of
the Kapamilya teleserye “100 Days to Heaven.”
Fatima, who is known for her sweet voice,
strong faith in God and special ability to heal
the sick, said “Mahiwaga” delivers a message of
trust and faith. The Mandaluyong Children’s
Choir adds a heavenly touch to “Mahiwaga.”
(Aaron Domingo)

out the day with the launch of
the microsite http://bandila.
abs-cbnnews.com in April.
The microsite aims to translate
the “Bandila” TV experience to
an online experience with
streaming of the latest
newscast and posts on the
night’s biggest news. It
also serves as a portal
for “Bandila” viewers, with a display
of the latest posts
and feeds from the
official accounts of
“Bandila” on Facebook and Twitter, as
well as all “Bandila”related posts bearing the
hashtag #bandila.

“Bandila” executive producer
Paul Henson said what makes
the microsite even more special
is that it will enable the public
to know more about Ces, Julius
and Karen, three of the top five
most followed Filipino media
practitioners on Twitter.
He said the site shows the
public the other sides of the
three anchors, who are all working journalists who actively
pursue, write and produce their
stories.
To initiate more interaction,
the anchors will also post a
question on the site for people
to answer or comment on. The
best entries will be carried on
the microsite. (K. Choa)

Jamie and her ‘Inspirations’

JAMIE Rivera, the country’s
“Inspirational Diva,” offers a new
album under Star Records entitled “Inspirations” that is sure to
uplift the spirits of its listeners.
Jamie has remained rooted in
singing songs of high inspirational value. “My faith is an integral part of my life. Now that I
am given the chance to share and
spread it through my music, I am
very grateful,” she shared.
Her new album contains
tracks that ignite the heart with
love. These include “Jubilee Song,”
“Heal Our Land,” “Only Selfless

Love,” “Tanging Yaman,” “Hesus,
Hilumin Mo,” “Sa ‘Yo Lamang,”

“Purpose-Driven Life,” “Sino Ako,”
“Panalangin ng Bukas Palad” and
“Stella Maris.”
Jamie keeps her simplicity
even with the songs she sings.
Her vocal style is a departure
from the usual belting that most
female artists on the local scene
do, thus even kids can sing along
with her.
“Inspirations” will definitely
serve as every listener’s dose of
spiritual healing and peace. Grab
your own copy of Jamie Rivera’s
newest album under Star Records. (Aaron Domingo)

Heaven’ graces
ABS-CBN’s
primetime

ABS-CBN proudly presents another tale
of hope and faith in “100 Days to Heaven.”
A story of second chances, friendship
and faith, “100 Days to Heaven” centers
on the life of Anna Manalastas, played by
Xyriel Manabat (as the young Anna) and
Coney Reyes (as the adult Anna).
Anna is a businesswoman who owns
the biggest toy company in the Philippines. The joy that she gives to children
is different from how she runs her business. With her sudden death, Anna realizes that she is about to go to hell. She
then strikes a deal with the gatekeeper of
heaven to give her a second chance. She
was given the opportunity to undo her
wrongdoings—but with a catch.
Coney Reyes stars in “100 Days to
Heaven” along with Xyriel
Manabat who also makes a
comeback after the teleserye
“Noah.” Jodi Sta. Maria as
Sophia, Louise Abuel as
Kevin, Joel Torre as Andres, Dominic Ochoa as
Bobby, Valerie Concepcion as Miranda, Rafael Rosell as Bart, and
Smokey Manaloto as
Bruce add color to the
unique story of “100
Days to Heaven.” (A.
Domingo)
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Lopez Group backs action-packed climate summit
OVER 100 organizations from the corporate sector, the nonprofit community
and the government took part in the
Business Climate Action Summit organized by the Philippine Business for the
Environment (PBE) and The Philippine
Imperative for Climate Change.
First Philippine Holdings Corp.
(FPHC) chairman Federico R. Lopez,
FPHC president Elpidio L. Ibañez, Al
Santos of First Gen, Rene Mayol and
Glenn Perez of Lopez Group Business
Excellence, and the Energy Development
Corp. (EDC) Environment Team led by
Agnes de Jesus joined the action-oriented
summit. The event served as followthrough on the commitments of business
to reduce impacts on climate change as
expressed in the 2009 Business Covenant
for Climate Action.
Climate Change Commission vice
chair Lucille Sering drove the summit
with an encouragement on how business can participate and respond to the
challenge of climate change.
As of March 23, partial results of the
2011 Climate Change and Sustainability
survey conducted by PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) revealed that costs are the
main barrier for Philippine-based busi-

The Philippine Imperative Cluster Leaders with former DENR Secretary Elisea Gozun (front row, 5th from right), ECCP VP
Henry Schumacher (back row, leftmost) and PBE president Howard Belton (back row, 3rd from right)

nesses “to take sufficient action on
climate change,” even as partial results
of a survey among 72 respondents
showed that more than half were “very
concerned” about this phenomenon’s
impact. The results were discussed
by Dan Hamza-Goodacre, climate
change and sustainability advisor of
PwC Financial Advisors Inc.
The action summit featured cluster
working sessions in five areas. Business for Environmentally Sustainable
Transport or BEST was led by Lopez

Group Business Excellence, Clean
Air Initiative for Asian Cities, Shell
Philippines and Honda Cars Philippines Inc. Working on Initiatives for
Sustainable Energy or WISE meanwhile was led by First Gen and the
European Chamber of Commerce
of the Philippines, while Sustainable
Agriculture and Forest Ecosystem or
SAFE was led by EDC and Alyansa
Agrikultura. The other clusters were
Solid Waste Action Team or SWAT
led by Unilever and the Philippine

Business for Social Progress, and
Sustainable Cities led by the Philippine Green Building Council.
The cluster leaders focused on the
steps needed to build a low-carbon
economy, such as accelerating business
and bottom-up collaborations, and
implementing practical solutions to
climate change.
Those interested to join any of the
project clusters may contact lgeshs@
fphc.com or mypbe@yahoo.com.
(Glenn Perez)

PR CHALLENGE

A guide to posting
on social media
HOW to navigate the social
media
minefield—as some of
us insist on looking at it—with
its little traps
bent on making
us lose a limb or
lose face? Carissa
Newton,
marketing manager
of Indiana-based
email marketing c o m p a n y
Delivra, tells us how to conquer
Facebook and its ilk.
Talk to your audience. Different social media channels
require different tones. That is, a
Facebook “friend” may be looking for different information
from what a Twitter follower
needs. A relaxed tone may work
on the latter, Newton says, but
this won’t necessarily translate
well on Twitter, which has a
140-character limit.
Engage your followers.
Marketing on social media involves more than just posting
updates—one also needs to
remember that it’s a forum for

discussion. Enliven things by
interacting with your followers. Ask their opinions and you
shall receive!
Monitor, monitor, monitor.
Keep an eye on the online buzz
about your company and respond quickly, especially if your
customers are unhappy with
your product or service.
Post regularly. In these days
of instant Internet access, your
followers lose interest pretty
quickly if your updates are rarer
than rainstorms in May. Have
a list of evergreen topics that
you can trot out on slow days.
Newton says that creating good
content and interesting interac-

tions make your followers want
more.
Be where it makes sense.
There’s no need to be everywhere online. Choose your
channels carefully, making sure
that their audiences and tone
work best for your product or
company. Newton lists some
topics to avoid:
• Political views or support of
politicians. Nothing can turn
off a customer faster than a
company that is viewed as
being in favor of a particular
political party.
• Criticism that can be taken
out of context. Be positive in
your posts.
• Personal contact information. If you need to be
accessible to a customer,
send your contact information directly.
• Humor that some may
not find funny. If the joke
requires voice inflection or a
picture to work, don’t use it.
• Anything inappropriate.
This includes off-color jokes,
criticism of the competition,
and so forth.



2010-2011 LAA

Final call for
nominations

LET’S put pride into
Lopez Group employees’ stride. Nominate
your team or a fellow
employee for the 20102011 cycle of the Lopez
Achievement Awards
(LAA) now!
Established in 2002,
the LAA recognizes exceptional achievements
that contribute to the Group’s business
objectives and exemplify its core values.
To date, three exceptional individuals
and 49 teams have been honored with
the LAA.
For the 2010-2011 cycle, the achievement must have been completed within
2010.
The submission deadline is at 12
noon on May 16, 2011. Get your nomination forms by logging on to www.
lopezgroupbeknet.net or requesting directly from the program management
at LGESHS@fphc.com, ARAgaton@
fphc.com or RJMayol@fphc.com. (G.
Perez)

Japan tops new
media index

THE Japan earthquake on
March 11, 2011 was only the
second story to become the No.
1 topic on three fronts—blogs,
Twitter and YouTube—since
2009 when the Pew Research
Center’s Project Excellence
in Journalism (PEJ) started
tracking social media two
years ago.
According to the New Media Index from the PEJ, a think
tank “dedicated to trying to
understand the information
revolution,” from March 1418 “64% of blog links, 32% of
Twitter news links and the top
20 YouTube news videos” focused on the disaster which was
quickly followed by a tsunami
that also damaged the Fukushima Daiichi nuclear power
plant.
The first and only other
time that a topic “trended” on
the three social media platforms at the same time was

June
15-19,
2009, during
Iran’s “Twitter
Revolution.”
Each
of
these
social
media
performed its own distinct functions. While Twitter was the
place to share breaking news
and updates, the blogosphere
was the outlet to share responses to the quake and its
aftermath, including messages
of support for the Japanese.
Mark Warschauer of Papyrus News blogged: “The
people of Japan are not looting, stealing, wasting, violating orders or complaining.
They are putting the noses to
the grindstone to save their
families, their communities,
and their nation. They deserve
not only our sympathy, but our
deep admiration.”
And with modern media
coverage, “events like this are
no longer just stories that
happen to foreign people in
a far foreign land. They happen right here, right now, in
our own living rooms in every
place on Earth,” said Andy

Mayhew at Weather & Earth
Science News.
Meanwhile, on YouTube that
week, “every one of the 20 most
popular news-related videos,
many of them originally from
Japanese news channel NHK
World, showed footage of the
tsunami waves overtaking Japan.”
“The horrific images of cars,
homes and entire towns being overrun by walls of water
garnered millions more views
than the top videos get in an
average week,” reported PEJ.
The top video quickly notched
12.7 million views and the second 8.1 million. Under normal
circumstances, the leading
video averages only between
one million and three million
views in a week.

Save the date
May 6: Introduction
to Labor Standard and
Industrial Relation, 9
a.m.-4 p.m. @ AIM
Conference Center,
Makati City. For more
info, call 840-3903 or
817-7036
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TIMELINE
1993
• Incorporated to serve as

001

the holding company for
the Lopez family’s investments

•

•

199

First Philippine Infrastructure Development
Corporation (FPIDC) is
organized as the vehicle
for investments in Manila
North Tollways Corporation (MNTC), a joint
venture with Philippine
National Construction
Corporation and Egis
Projects S.A.
Maynilad Water Services
Inc., a joint venture with
Suez Lyonnaise des
Eaux, (now Ondeo), is
established to operate and
manage the water and
wastewater services of
western Metro Manila

•

00
• The Pasig Regional Trial
Court approves Bayan’s
financial rehabilitation

•

199
• Rockwell Land Corporation develops Rockwell
Center in Makati

A master consolidation
agreement is signed between the PLDT Group
and Benpres Holdings for
the consolidation of their
interests in Home Cable
and Sky Vision (SKYCable) in Beyond Cable

00

Commercial operations of
MNTC begin. Tollways
Management Corporation, a wholly owned
MNTC subsidiary, is
contracted to manage and
operate the North Luzon
Expressway

006
• Exits from Maynilad,

removing $150 million of
guaranteed debt

•

007

Transfers interests in
FPIDC to publicly listed
Philippine Infrastructure
Inc. (FPII)

008
• With First Holdings, sells
•

First Gas Holdings Corporation, a joint venture
with British Gas plc, is
formed.

1996

combined stakes in FPII
to Metro Pacific Investments Corp.

•
•

•

First Philippine Industrial
Park, a joint venture with
Sumitomo Corporation
of Japan, is formed to develop a modern industrial
park in Batangas

1997
• First Holdings forms First

1999

First Gen is established
to consolidate the
Group’s interests in
power generation

•

First Gen wins the bid
for the government’s 60%
stake in PNOC-EDC

010
• Corporate name change
•

to Lopez Holdings
Corporation is approved
Receives SEC approval
for an equity restructuring, which reduces the
audited December 31,
2009 accumulated losses
by P6.76B to P937B

LOPEZ...
from page 1

The Lopez holding company for communications and
power investments has had a
tough decade since the Asian
financial crisis.
Founded in 1993, it became
a publicly listed company via
a P3-billion initial public offering. Lopez Holdings was
created to be the conduit for
investments in exciting new
sectors of the newly deregulating Philippine economy.

Investing in vital
industries

In keeping with the Lopez
Group’s mission, Lopez Holdings invested in industries vital
to nation-building such as infrastructure, power, water and media and communications. These
were essential at a time when the
Philippines was recovering from
martial law and discovering the
possibilities of the privatization
of public services. For a while,
everything was golden.
It raised funds from the international bond market in the
early to mid-1990s for its new
investments, all of which required
extensive capital. It would enter
telecommunications, toll roads
and a water utility, while growing
its media business and shifting
its power business toward generation instead of distribution.

A year after its parent company was formed, First Philippine Infrastructure Development Corporation (FPIDC) was
created as the vehicle for investments in one of the country’s
largest infrastructure ventures,
the Manila North Tollways Corporation (MNTC). This was a
joint venture with the Philippine
National Construction Corporation and Egis Projects S.A., formerly TransRoute International
SA of France. Together they took
on the task of rehabilitating the
North Luzon Expressway.
In the same year, Lopez
Holdings organized Maynilad
Water Services Inc., a joint
venture with Suez Lyonnaise
des Eaux, now known as Ondeo.
Maynilad operated and managed the water and wastewater
services of the western half of
Metro Manila.

Full of promise

The subsidiaries flourished—
as First Philippine Holdings
Corporation (FPHC), Rockwell
Land Corporation and First
Gen, among others, all sprung
forth full of promise and success. Bayan Telecommunications
Holdings Corporation, parent of
Bayan Telecommunications Inc.
(Bayan) proved to be the maverick telecom provider, challenging
the incumbent landline provider.
But the Asian financial
contagion that struck in 1997

MEET THE TEAM

Miguel L. Lopez moved from Meralco to Lopez Holdings
as vice president and head of the Corporate Affairs department
in September 2010. He concurrently serves on the board of
directors of Rockwell Land Corp. and Philippine Commercial
Capital Inc. Public Relations executive consultant Danilo A.
Gozo is a former print and broadcast journalist. Danny has
had stints with Ace Saatchi & Saatchi Advertising Co.,
Ayala Corp. and various government agencies before
joining Lopez Holdings. Cielito R.A. Diokno
has been the vice president for Human Resources
of Lopez Holdings since 1997. She was previously
affiliated with Standard Chartered Bank as
country head of HR. Legal Department head
Maria Amina O. Amado concurrently serves as Lopez Holdings assistant
corporate secretary and SAVP. She is also
currently the corporate secretary of various
subsidiaries of Lopez Inc. and SKYCable.
Cybele L. Regalado served as Lopez
Holdings senior manager for Finance for five
years before assuming her present position as

practically doubled Benpres
debt in peso terms. Despite the
strength of its profitable associates like ABS-CBN, the weight
of the company’s debt load had
a serious impact on its financial health. Bayan, SKYCable
and Maynilad operations were
plagued by various issues that
affected their ability to provide
returns to the parent company,
while long gestation projects
such as the gas projects of First
Gen and the toll road rehabilitation of MNTC needed more
time to come to fruition.
Benpres chose to write off its
investment in Bayan in 1999, but
tough economic times persisted
and forced the company to seek
debt restructuring in 2002.

International arbitration

Maynilad had sued the
government for violations of
the concession agreement.
From 2001, the case was in
international arbitration until
Maynilad itself had to seek
debt restructuring through the
Regional Trial Court in 2003.
Benpres eventually returned
the water concession in 2004.
Bayan had to restructure its
own debt through a court-assisted rehabilitation that ended in
2004. SKYCable also underwent
debt restructuring following its
consolidation of Home Cable, a
process that closed in 2004.
Throughout
the
slow
and painful negotiations, the

company’s founders never lost
heart. At the lowest point of the
company’s history, stock prices
plummeted to less than a peso.
Over the past 10 years, there remained the single-minded focus
on reducing the debt load.
When the dust had cleared,
the company found itself with
fewer assets, but also, with a
much lower debt load.

Sufficient funding for
debt buyback

In 2008, the company sold
its stake in FPIDC, then known
as First Philippine Infrastructure Inc., jointly with those held
by associate FPHC. The sale
provided sufficient funding to
buy back debt. In 2009, a major
creditor allowed the company
to buy back debt papers at a
discount on face value. The rest
of the debt was restructured, and
the last quarter saw what once
seemed like an insurmountable
debt reduced to $65 million.
This amount is fairly manageable, says Lopez Holdings
president Salvador G. Tirona. If
things go as planned, he sees the
company’s leftover debt brought
down to almost negligible
amounts. One can almost feel
the excitement and cheer among
their investors that stuck it out.
“We are out of the woods,”
says Tirona. “With the change
of name, it’s like turning over
a new leaf. We can now concentrate on paying dividends

AVP for Finance. She first joined the Lopez Group in 2000
as manager for Investor Relations and Financial Analysis of
ABS-CBN. Ma. Victoria M. Marcelino joined Lopez
Holdings in May 1995 as accounting manager and assumed
her current position of SAVP-Financial Controls in June
2010. She is also a core member of the Lopez Comptrollership
Group.

(L-R) Mike Lopez, Danny Gozo, Pinky Diokno, Amie
Amado, Cybele Regalado and Marvi Marcelino

PHOTO BY LUCY TORRES

Philippine Pipeline Inc.;
First Philippine Balfour
Beatty Inc., with Balfour
Beatty, Ltd. of UK; and
First Philippine Union
Fenosa, with Union
Fenosa of Spain

•

009

Buys back $260M of
debt from the Avenue
Capital Group, reducing
outstanding debt to $70M
Sells entire 24.5% stake
in Rockwell Land to First
Holdings and shares held
in Digital Telecommunications Phils. Inc.

(L-R) Amb. Manolo Lopez (right) with Lopez Holdings Corporate Affairs head Mike Lopez; Lopez
Holdings president Dory Tirona (second from right), with team members Lanie Caimol, Amie Amado
and Carla Sison, in Hong Kong to receive the company’s first international corporate governance award;
Lopez Holdings officers and staff members at team building workshop in Tagaytay
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EXECUTIVE FEATURE

to our investors who have been
very, very patient in waiting for
a return on their investments.”
Tirona has seen the company
through a lot of rough patches—he joined the Lopez Group
in 2000 as chief finance officer
of Maynilad Water. He played a
pivotal role in the negotiations
and decision-making during
the times when Maynilad and
Bayan were some of the Lopez
Group’s largest concerns. Now
he is at the helm of a company
that has immense potential and
a solid history of being able to
overcome challenges that would
crush most other companies.

The phoenix is a mythical bird
with a colorful plumage and a
tail of gold and scarlet. It has a
500- to 1000-year life cycle, near
the end of which it builds itself
a nest of twigs that then ignites;
both nest and bird burn fiercely
and are reduced to ashes, from
which a new, young phoenix or
phoenix egg arises, reborn anew
to live again. The new phoenix is
destined to live as long as its old
self. The phoenix’s ability to be reborn from its own ashes implies
that it is immortal, though in
some stories the new Phoenix is
merely the offspring of the older
one. (Source: http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Phoenix_%28mythology%29)
LOPEZ Holdings Corporation
president and chief operating
officer Salvador G. Tirona said
he has seen the Lopez Group
go through great difficulty, but
like the phoenix of myth, has
also seen the Group overcome
its troubles and become new
again.

Strengthened investor
confidence

That is more than enough
reason to be optimistic, with
stock prices on the rise as investor confidence in the revitalized
parent company and its hearty
portfolio of firms begins to
strengthen anew. But even in
the midst of renewed purpose
and celebration, Tirona says
that the company will remain
cautious about its investments.
“We have to look at how
things were so that we can see
what caused the problems and
avoid the same in the future,
should there be opportunities
to consider new investments,”
he explains. “We have to do
our homework well in terms
of supporting the investment
decision and plan for several scenarios—including the worst case
scenario—should things not turn
out as originally envisioned.”
Nobody could have predicted that in around 10 years,
the company that once owed its
creditors almost $560M would
rebound so quickly. But that
has been the way of the Lopez
Group—it has seen the darkest days, then returns to its full
glory, seemingly only stronger
after the ordeal.
At the end of the long journey, Tirona believes that there is
no room for looking back with
any regret. There are no scars
here, only lessons.
“Our most important lesson
to take away from our past challenges is not to live in the past,” he
reminds us, “but just keep moving
forward.” (Mary Ann Barbieto)
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He joined the Lopez Group
in 2000 as chief finance officer
(CFO) of Maynilad Water
Services Inc. Prior to that, he
was general manager of three
manufacturing companies of
the Columbian Motors Group,
handling six car brands: BMW,
Mazda, Kia, Subaru, Land Rover
and Daihatsu. He had also spent
three years overseas to start up
Vietnam Motors Corporation as
Dory Tirona (second from left) with (from left) daughters Erika and Cara, son-in-law
part of his work for Columbian.
Chris Garcia, daughter Maika Tirona-Garcia, grandson Enzo, wife Liza, and son Rafa
In Maynilad, he was tasked
to address problematic issues
related to the concession agreement, in order to obtain project
financing for the water utility. After years of painstaking
negotiations, it became clear
that the issues with the concession agreement would not be
addressed to the satisfaction
of project lenders. With no By Carla Paras-Sison
project finance coming, Lopez
Holdings decided to return the still workable for the company, transferred from the National is a resilient group. We, as a
concession to government in which needed a closure of the Government, DBP (Develop- group, have had our own share
2004.
ment Bank of the Philippines) of struggles whether they be
case in order to move forward.
In homestretch of
In 2005, Tirona became and PNB (Philippine National financial setbacks or political
court battle
attacks. But this group knows
CFO of Lopez Holdings, which Bank),” Tirona recalled.
Tirona next became CFO itself was in the middle of a debt
As Lopez Holdings looks resilience. It knows how to
of Bayan Telecommunications restructuring exercise after de- forward to permanently resolv- recover. The analogy with the
Inc. At that time, Bayan was faulting on its debt in 2002. The ing its debt issues within 2011, phoenix rising again is so true
in the homestretch of a court company had written off P10 Tirona believes it is important for this group. I’ve seen it, I’ve
battle for its financial reha
reha- billion in investments in Bayan to be guided by the past.
experienced it. To solve its rebilitation. Bayan lost money and P3B in Maynilad Water.
“We have to look at how cent financial problems, it had
building its fixed line net
net- Tirona subsequently saw even things were so that we can see to lose or give up some assets.
work. Subscriber numbers worse days for the Lopez Group. what caused the problems and But it is nurturing the remainwere held back by greatly
For all these challenges, the avoid the same in the future, ing assets for new growth. We
limited interconnection Ateneo de Manila economics should there be opportunities can see FPHC (First Philipwith the incumbent and MBA (Master of Business to consider new investments. pine Holdings Corporation)
phone company. Dif- Administration) graduate fell We have to do our homework growing its businesses again.
ferent
restructuring back on his experience with the well in terms of supporting the We can see ABS-CBN lead
plans went back and forth Asset Privatization Trust (APT). investment decision. We have to in the multi-platform arena.
in the course of the court Privatization, restrucplan for several scenarios—the SKYCable has had its financial
proceedings and, in June turing
worst case scenarios—should difficulties, but now it’s got a
2004, the Pasig Regional
“For three years immediate- things not turn out as originally good and focused business
Trial Court finally ap
ap- ly after the EDSA Revolution envisioned,” he said.
model,” Tirona said.
proved a rehabilitation plan (1986), I worked in the APT, ‘Group knows resilPerhaps, resilience is the
for Bayan. While the court which essentially dealt with the ience’
Group’s ticket to phoenix-like
decision on Bayan was not privatization and restructuring
His message for LopezLink immortality—or at least to beideal, Tirona thought it was of all nonperforming assets readers: “The Lopez Group ing built to last.

Salvador G. Tirona:

Problem solver has seen the
phoenix burn and rise again

SPOTLIGHT

Investing in education, communities
WHEN it comes to giving
back, education and community development are
tops with Lopez Holdings
Corporation. It helped the
Out-of-school and Mature
Learners Alternative Learning
Institute (OMLALI) program
of Knowledge Channel Foundation Inc. (KCFI) get off the
ground with a P6-million seed
funding, and donated another
P1.5M to BayaniJuan (BnJ) sa
Southville.
Proposed during the 80th
birthday of chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez (OML)
in April 2010, the OMLALI
project supports the work of

some 1,500 mobile teachers throughout the country
targeting to reach 36 million
Filipinos not served by the
formal school system.
“The OMLALI seeks to help
those who for one reason or another have dropped out or have
never been to school and now
have no access to basic education,” OML explained during the
field testing of the Knowledge
Channel Light Instructional
Tool for Educators (KCh LITE)
in Nueva Ecija in July 2010.
The KCh LITE, a netbook
computer that contains KCFI
curriculum-based videos and
digital learning materials, is

one of the proposed tools for
delivering alternative learning
under the OMLALI.
On the initiative of staff
members, Lopez Holdings
also supported BnJ sa Southville, which was formerly
known as BnJ sa Calauan.
Through the coordination
between ABS-CBN Foundation Inc. and the Department of Education, Lopez
Holdings’ donation went
toward the expansion of the
canteen, the installation of
artesian wells and the rehabilitation of the electric water pump of the community’s
public elementary school.

The donation also covered the
installation of 32 solar street
lights in Site 1, including
community facilities such as

the chapel, community center,
school, wet and dry market,
wellness center, playground
and recycling facility.

Lopez Holdings staff visit BayaniJuan sa Southville 7
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1M signatures vs Palawan mining
THE march to 10 million signatures to stop mining in Palawan continues with almost one
million participants signing the
petition as of April 26, 2011.
More than 50,000 individuals
also supported the campaign by
signing up through the group’s
website, http://no2mininginpalawan.com.
Bantay Kalikasan intensified
its advocacy especially after one
of its prime movers, environmentalist and broadcaster Dr. Gerry

(L-R) Knowledge Channel president and executive director Rina Lopez-Bautista and Lopez Group
chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez award Ivana National High School a plaque symbolizing its upgraded
connection to Knowledge Channel. With them are Rep. Henedina Abad, Vice Governor Ferdinand Elica and
Mayor Demetrius Paul Narag. Your browser may not support display of this image.

Sharing the ‘Gift of
Knowledge’ in Batanes
LOPEZ Group Foundation
Inc. (LGFI) recently upgraded
20 Batanes school connections
to Knowledge Channel.
Ten schools were given
mesh-type satellite dishes,
while the remaining 10 had
mesh-type cable connections
installed to better withstand
Batanes’ unique climate. Each
school also received a new television set from LGFI.
The 20 schools were first
connected
to
Knowledge
Channel in 2003. The upgrade
is expected to benefit 3,500

students and 300 teachers in
the province.
Lopez Group chairman
emeritus Oscar M. Lopez
(OML) and Knowledge Channel president and executive
director Rina Lopez-Bautista
also visited five public schools
in Batanes as part of the turnover ceremonies.
Also present during the turnover were former Department
of Education OIC and Batanes
native Dr. Fe Hidalgo, Batanes
Rep. Henedina Abad, Vice
Governor Ferdinand Elica and

Mayor Demetrius Paul Narag.
OML and Lopez-Bautista were
also conferred the “Love Ko
Basco” award in recognition of
their support to Basco.
The renewed connections
were made under LGFI’s 80
Schools in 80 Years Knowledge
Channel schools project, which
aims to connect 80 public
schools to Knowledge Channel. The initiative was launched
to celebrate the Lopez Group
of companies’ 80 years of service to the country. (Charlene
Tordesillas)

Ortega, was killed in Puerto
Princesa City in January 2011.
“As early as October 2010,
this campaign against mining
was already in our pipeline,”
ABS-CBN Foundation Inc.
(AFI) managing director Gina
Lopez said. “Doc Gerry’s death
fast-tracked everything. We
have long discussed this advocacy. Mining was one of his
advocacies being part of ABSCBN Foundation in Palawan.”
Bantay Kalikasan, the en-

vironmental arm of AFI that
spearheads the campaign, is
part of an alliance called Save
Palawan Movement that includes Alyansa Tigil Mina,
Environmental Action Center
and a consortium of civil society organizations.
“We want to show the government that there are many
people interested in protecting
the country from a paradigm
that is not sustainable,” Lopez
said.

New swimming complex
at La Mesa Ecopark
JUST in time for summer, the
new La Mesa Ecopark swimming complex in Quezon City
that includes saltwater pools
was inaugurated on March 5.
Saltwater pools are the
safer choice, not only to avoid
skin irritation and the burning
sensation in the eyes that chlorinated pools give us. Parents
should be aware of the health
risks posed by chlorinated

pools, especially to children,
who “inhale more air per unit
of body weight than adults.”
Aside from being a skin irritant and an “aggravating factor
in asthma,” chlorine combines
with organic compounds in
water to form triahalomethanes, carcinogens that are
usually stored in the body’s
fatty tissues. Bladder cancer,
breast cancer and malignant

melanomas are only some of
the diseases that have been
linked to the chemical and its
by-products.
AFI managing director
Gina Lopez led in formally
opening the facility, which includes a new six-lane, standard
short-course freshwater pool
and two saltwater kiddy/wading pools.
The swimming pool has
been one of La Mesa Ecopark’s
main attractions, attracting
large volumes of customer
especially during summer
vacation. With the new pool
complex, La Mesa Ecopark
hopes to meet this demand and
increase revenues while at the
same time upholding safety
standards.
Entrance fee to La Mesa
Ecopark is P40 for kids below
three feet and P80 for those
three feet and above.

KEITECH continues tradition of excellence

KCh to air Tintin Bersola show “ParenTIN.tv,” the
Philippines’ first online parenting show hosted by Tintin Bersola-Babao,
is coming to Knowledge Channel in June 2011. Knowledge Channel president and executive director Rina Lopez-Bautista (seated, left) recently
signed the partnership agreement with “Parentin.tv” executive creative
director Tintin Bersola-Babao. With them to witness the signing are
Knowledge Channel Transmedia manager Edric Calma and “Parentin.
tv” executive producer Estelle Custodio-Piencenaves. The collaboration
hopes to educate more parents and other viewers on better parenting
practices. The television debut of “ParenTIN.tv” also marks its second
anniversary. (C. Tordesillas)

A TOTAL of 121 young
Leyteños graduated from the
Kananga-EDC Institute of
Technology
(KEITECH).
They follow the first batch of
117 graduates who are now
employed and starting to fulfill
their dream of better lives for
their families.
Emphasizing the importance of honesty and hard work
in his address to the graduates,
Energy Development Corporation (EDC) chairman emeritus
Oscar M. Lopez (OML) said,
“Your diploma and technical
skills will get you a job but it’s
your values and habits that will
make you keep it and propel
you higher in life.”
The chairman emeritus
cited KEITECH graduates
as “solid proofs of a successful
partnership formed by a noble
vision to produce world-class

workers from small
towns where EDC
does business.”
“The world will
come to know of a
new breed of workers,
an elite group that
possesses
superior
technical skills with
matching values worthy of admiration and
emulation,”
OML
added.
KEITECH, which
EDC chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez and president Federico R. Lopez (3rd
was established in
and 4th from left) with CEO Paul Aquino (2nd from left) at the KEITECH
2009 as a premiere
graduation ceremonies
technical-vocational
training center in Kananga, host communities of EDC’s expectation that its graduLeyte, prepared the students for largest geothermal production ates, upon employment, will
jobs that are in demand locally field, the Leyte Geothermal repay KEITECH through its
and abroad through three 10.3- Production Field.
“Adopt-A-Trainee”
scheme.
month courses in construction,
EDC and the local govern- At least five alumni are already
metals and engineering, and ment unit of Kananga shoulder giving monthly contributions
tourism, health and social ser- the operating expenses for for current enrollees of the
vices. Kananga is one of the the training center, with the school. (Toni Nieva)

MUSEUM/VALUES
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ONGOINGS
Museum
director
Cedie
LopezVargas
(seated,
3rd from
left)
with the
resource
speakers and
participants.

EVENTS
All about portraits in ‘About Face’

The exhibit About Face opens at Lopez Museum
on May 28, 2011, featuring artists Renan Ortiz and
Alvin Zafra. The exhibit focuses on at the practice
of portraiture as a means of representing a persona
or a public face.
Since the museum is known as a repository
of Lunas, Hidalgos and rare Filipiniana, Ortiz
and Zafra considered images within the
museum and library collection in taking on
the theme. They also looked at less explored
aspects of the collection such as the Rizaliana
holdings and LVN still archives, among
others.
Ortiz, who obtained his degrees in BA Political Science and BFA Painting at the University
of the Philippines (UP), was awarded the Sinugdanan Grant for First One-Man Show by the
National Commission for Culture and the Arts
in 2007. Zafra also graduated from UP with a
degree in BFA Painting. He was awarded honorable mention in the Art Association of the
Philippines Centennial Painting Competition
in 1998 and the Dominador Castañeda Award
for Visual Essay in 2000.

Collections management seminar

The third module of the collections management
seminar was held at the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas in Malate, Manila on April 13-15, 2011.
A collaboration between Lopez Museum and
Yuchengco Museum, the seminar tackled the
different challenges facing those involved in collections management. A total of 22 participants
from various museums and galleries around the
city attended the seminar.

CHILDREN’S SUMMER WORKSHOPS
Foldabots art workshop on

May 7, 14 and 21: A three-day
workshop where Jomike Tejido will
teach children how to hone their
drawing skills and spatial relations.
The final product will be a craft
book compilation of the partici-pants’ works. Workshop is from
9 am to 12 noon. Fee is P3,000
inclusive of materials.

Lensless photography on May

9, 11 and 13: A three-day workshop

LOPEZ VALUES IN ACTION

on pinhole photography. Marc San Valentin
will go into the history of the camera and
lensless photography and have the participants
create a pinhole camera and pinhole images.
Workshop is from 1:30-5 pm. Fee is P3,500
inclusive of materials.

Art of Narration on May 16-20, May 30-June

3: A 10-day workshop on the use of verbal and
visual language conducted by award-winning
children’s book author Carla Pacis and artist
Alma Quinto. Participants will be introduced in
the first week to figurative language and learn
how to write a narrative or story. This will be the
takeoff point for the illustrations they will use
the following week. Workshop is from 10 am
to 12 noon.
Fee is P5,000 inclusive of
materials.
For
inquiries,
call Fanny at 631-2417.
Lopez Memorial Museum
and Library is located at
the ground floor of Benpres
Building.
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NOSTALGIA
Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to
repeat it. —George Santayana

May 27, 1924

Eugenio H. Lopez Sr. returns from Harvard
and begin to work as an associate in the law
firm of Francisco, Recto and Lualhati. He
meets Claro M. Recto at the firm and they
become lifelong friends

Eugenio H. Lopez Sr. (2nd from right) with
Claro M. Recto, Pres. Ramon Magsaysay and a
guest

May 27, 1924

Fernando H. Lopez, then a fourth year law
student at the University of Santo Tomas,
marries Mariquit Javellana

May 4, 1947

Far Eastern Air Transport Incorporated
(FEATI) is sold to Philippine Airlines for
P3.5 million. By the time of the takeover,
FEATI had 27 C-47s and 4C-54s and its
own hangars and airfield in Grace Park,
Caloocan
Source: Mercy Servida, head librarian, Lopez
Memorial Museum Library

Lito Banaag: Caring for communities the Lopez way
ANACLETO M. Banaag Jr. is the EVP and
general manager of Lopez Inc., the holding
company of the Lopez family. But back in
1971, he had just joined the comptrollership
group of Benpres, the forerunner of the holding company. While making the rounds of the
Lopez haciendas, Banaag saw firsthand how the
company cares even for the most marginalized
members of the group.
He saw with his own eyes the Lopez values
of social justice and integrity.
“As part of the comptrollership group,
I used to go around their haciendas
in Negros. And in the course of my
travels, I noticed that their haciendas
were among the very few communities that had their own schools,
clinic, water and electricity,” Banaag recalls.
At that time, most haciendas—made up mostly of tenants and farm workers—were
among the most exploited business models, and corporate social
responsibility did not exist. There
were stories of landlords who took
everything and gave back nothing. But the Lopez haciendas
were different.

High regard for
Lopezes

“The Lopez haciendas had their own
elementary schools.
For high school
students, they had
a truck to take them
to the poblacion (town
center) where the
high schools
were

located,” Banaag shares. “They even had film
showings every Saturday and a commissary.
So the people there had high regard for the
Lopezes—especially for the old man (Eugenio
Lopez Sr.), even if they hardly see him.”
During martial law, despite the family’s
difficulties, the Lopezes still honored their
debts and obligations. This also impressed on
Banaag the value of integrity: “During martial
law, we were taken over by the government.
We incurred debts with the financial institutions and our employees. However, we did not
shirk from our obligations, we booked them as
such.”
They even had a problem with meeting the
retirement pay of employees of The Manila
Chronicle. But rather than use the government
takeover as an excuse not to pay it, the company
created collection teams to collect its receivables,
which it subsequently paid to its employees.
“We paid all employees, at first every 15 days
and later on every 30 days. In fact, we paid the
employees first before we tackled our external
debts,” Banaag adds.
Both the owners and the employees were
put to the test during the martial law years.
“Coming from a very successful company,
we were humbled during martial law. But we
stuck to our values. We were humbled but we

did not lose our dignity. We simply went into
survival mode,” he says.

Unending opportunities

Banaag’s position afforded him a close relationship with the owners, and witnessed how the
martial law experience affected the Lopezes both
personally and professionally.
“Eugenio Lopez Jr. (ELJ) was a ‘Go, go, go!’
kind of person,” he recalls. “His leadership quality saw unending opportunities. After what happened to his companies during martial law, ELJ
said: “Now I know that it doesn’t take much to
live. Now I know that I must invest in people.”
When martial law was lifted, and even after
learning that some financial institutions had written off the company’s debts, the Lopezes insisted on
paying for these obligations. “After martial law, we
asked the financial institutions about our debts. They
said that these had already been written off. But ELJ
insisted on paying these debts,” Banaag says.
As a longtime employee of the group, Banaag
knows a lot about the changes they experienced—even in terms of values.
The first generation valued loyalty and was
paternalistic. The second and the third generations are for business excellence. But a common
thread for all generations, he says, is integrity.
The Lopez values will continue to guide generations to come.
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It’s no joke!

sports & wellness

calendar

Top comics energize
Lopez Group employees
By Benjo Sandoval

(L-R) Louie Martin, Leo Martinez, Angela Lopez, Jun ‘Mr. Shooli’
Urbano and Ross Hamo

IT was a break from the usual
serious topics that Lopez Group
Foundation Inc. (LGFI) and
Lopez Lifelong Wellness have
been featuring in their forums
when the team gathered three
top comedians—Jun Urbano,
Leo Martinez and Gary Lising—to speak before the Lopez

Group in a forum on laughter
and wellness.
The forum held on April 6,
2011 at the Meralco Mini Theater was participated in by over
100 employees and guests from
21 Lopez Group companies.
In her opening remarks,
LGFI program manager An-

gela Lopez asked the audience to
temporarily set aside their worries
and enjoy the session. She commended LGFI and the Lifelong
team for setting up the event.
Urbano started making the
audience laugh when he went
onstage in full costume as Mr.
Shooli, his famous Mongolian
character. He shared the story
behind the character and talked
about his current advocacies. The
energy was sustained by Lising, who cracked his trademark
naughty jokes, while Martinez
came out as Congressman Manhik Manaog, a fictional character
he was known for in the 1990s
that parodied corrupt politicians.
Thanks to Urbano, Martinez
and Lising, the forum participants left the venue energized
and with smiles on their faces.

3rd LLW Badminton Tournament

SKYCable sweeps
team awards

THE 2011 Lopez Lifelong Wellness Badminton Tournament was
successfully staged at Club 650 on
April 9.
A total of 125 pairs from 11
companies participated this season.
The companies that participated
and the number of pairs were ABS-

Unlocking the secret of the ‘Kubotan’

A special introductory session
on the Kubotan self-defense
technique was held on April 5,
2011 at the Benpres Building
canteen.
The session was conducted
by Royce Coffee, a US Marine
Corps retiree and a certified
Kubotan instructor. With him
was author Raul Rodrigo, who

Kids and the
summer heat
THE most common dangers
to children in the summer have
to do with the heat and can include:
Heat stress and heatstroke.
Keep kids well-hydrated, take
frequent breaks when playing
outside, and watch for symptoms
such as thirst, cramps, fatigue,
dizziness, nausea, vomiting,
headaches and fever. Never leave
a child in a hot car.
Getting burned on hot playground equipment. Cool the
burned area with cool running
water. Mild burns with reddened
skin without blisters may be
treated with a topical burn ointment or spray to reduce pain.
Sunburn. Parents are aware
of the risks of not applying sunscreen or sunblock on
their children, but
sunburns are still
common—especially if lotions
are not used
properly.

was also responsible for the aikido demo held for the Group.
Kubotan is a close-quarter
self-defense weapon developed by martial artist Takayuki Kubota. It is “usually 5.5
inches long and 0.56 inch in
diameter, slightly thicker or
the same size as a marker pen.”
With a key ring attached, the

Kubotan looks like a keychain
to the untrained eye.
The Kubotan’s principal targets include the knuckles, forearms, the nose, shins, abdomen,
solar plexus, spine, temple, ribs,
groin, neck and eyes. With several
keys attached, it also functions as
a flailing weapon that can tear an
attacker’s flesh. When used to at-

tack pressure points,
i t
penetrates deeply
a n d
quickly, helping
to subdue
and restrain an
attacker.
The term “Kubotan” is a
registered trademark of Kubota, who originally developed it
as a tool for police to restrain
suspects without permanent
injury. (B. Sandoval)

WE’RE likely to fry in 30
degrees-plus days as summer
belatedly starts to get sultry
and fiery. Remember how it hit
a high of 37.3 degrees Celsius
in May 2010? Beat the heat at
home with these with these environmentally-friendly tips:
Fans. According to MAC
(www.meralco.com.ph/mac/#),
a three-blade ceiling fan cost
P1.47 per hour to use versus
P8.12 per hour of a 1-horsepower aircon. Good fans make
it possible for you to raise your
thermostat setting and save
on aircon costs. Fans don’t use
much energy, but when air is
circulating, it feels much cooler.
Shades, drapes or blinds.
Install white window shades,
drapes or blinds to reflect heat
away from the house. Close
blinds, shades and draperies
facing the sun to keep the sun’s

heat out and help fans or aircons cool more efficiently.
Internal heat. Don’t put
heat-generating appliances next
to your aircon thermostat—the
heat they produce will make the
aircon think your house is warmer than it really is, and the system
will run harder than it needs to.
Try to avoid heat-generating activities, such as cooking, during
the hottest part of the day.
Plants. Plant trees or shrubs
to shade aircon units, but avoid
blocking the airflow. A unit
operating in the shade uses less
electricity.
Roof and walls. If you’ve got
a flat roof, paint it with a specially
formulated reflective paint or just
paint it white. The reflective effect will help keep the rooms
under the flat roof much cooler.
Humidity makes a room air
feel warmer, so minimize wash-

ing and drying
clothes, showering and cooking at
midday. If you must
do these things,
ventilat
turn on ventilating fans to help extract warm,
moist air. (Source: http://freshome.
com/2007/06/25/tricks-keepyour-house-cool-this-summer/)

How to keep your house
cool this summer

CBN (13 pairs), Bayan (27), Energy Development Corp. (13), First
Balfour (8), First Philec (5), First
Philippine Industrial Park (2),
Knowledge Channel (5), LGFI/
LLW (2), Lopez Inc. (5), Rockwell (20) and SKYCable (25).
In its second year under the
revised tournament format, the
number of participants grew by
35 pairs from 2010.
There were 28 levels this season. Men’s, women’s and mixed
doubles had 13, eight, and seven
levels respectively. SKYCable
and ABS-CBN won seven levels
apiece. Bayan and EDC won five
each, Rockwell won four, and
First Philec one.
SKYCable swept the team
awards this year. For the Total
Points Award, SKYCable registered 65 points followed by Bayan
with 57. EDC and Rockwell tied
for third with 48 apiece. For the
Team Best Performance Award,
SKYCable came in first followed
by ABS-CBN.
As expected, the current tournament format and structure which
levels all pairs by strength has been
successful in encouraging more
employees to participate in the
tournament. Participants ranged
from former varsity players to
beginners in the sport. The LLW
team is looking forward to an even
bigger tournament next year.

OUR VERY OWN

MAY
7: Sofitel Moonlit
Run, 3k, 5k, 10k
(CCP Complex), 6
p.m. Fee: P2,000.
Contact 832-6964 or
551-5555
7: Alaska Family Run, 3k, 5k (SM
MOA), 5 a.m. Fee:
P500/parent-child
pair. Register at
Runnr, Bonifacio
High Street or at
L Timestudio,
Greenbelt 1
8: Forbes Park Earth
Run, 3k, 5k, 10k
(Forbes Park), 5 a.m.
Fee: P800-1,000.
Email fper2011reg@
gmail.com
1: Highlands
Mizuno Fun Run
Challenge, 5k,
10k, 15k (Tagaytay
Highlands). Fee: P500.
Register at Mizuno
stores or at Belle
Corp., Tektite Bldg.
1: Intramuros
Heritage Run, 3k, 5k,
10k (Intramuros). Fee:
P300-P400. Contact
Kristian @ 527-6083
or 526-6796
1: Run  Life
011, 3k, 5k, 10k,
16k (Filinvest,
Alabang). Fee:
P450-P550. Contact
836-2514
8: Walk
the Talk
(FPIP,
Batangas), 6:30 am.
Participants must
register with their
HR departments.
Contact B. Sandoval
@ 631-6394
8: Tour of Hope
Philippines (Trinoma, QC), 5:30 a.m.
Tour ends June 1 in
Laoag City. Contact
joyette.jopson@
gmail.com or text
0922-8582595 or
0918-827352

Lopez Group athletes on the run! Finishing
with a total time of 40h:42m:35s, ABS-CBN HR’s TJ Isla (left)
ran, biked, kayaked and swam his way to the title of Ultimate
Pharmaton MVP in the Pharmaton MVP Unleashed
cross-country challenge. Isla, 30, was also chosen
as the People’s MVP. After completing the Great
Wall Marathon in China in 2010, Rosan Cruz
(right), SAVP of Lopez Holdings PR, has
beefed up her running resume anew. Despite an
injury sustained pre-race, she was able to finish
the 2011 Paris Marathon held in Paris, France
on April 10.

Don’t keep the good news to yourself. Pass on your copy of LopezLink! Be a Facebook fan, sign up in http://www.facebook.com/pages/Lopezlink/86834229052.
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Sudoku

Maglaro tayo ng Sudoku, ang bagong libangan ng bayan!
Ayusin lamang ang mga numero simula 1 hanggang 9 para
ang bawat numero ay minsan lang magagamit sa bawat row,
column at kahon.






Very Easy
Easy
Medium
Hard

Answer to April puzzle
Solution, tips and computer
program available at www.
sudoku.com

Save the date
May 7-30: Mandy Navasero’s Beautiful Rustic
Bohol Photo Safari. Fee: P21,000 per person.
Includes round-trip plane tickets, accommodation
at Bohol Plaza Resort, full board, air-con land
transport and all entrance fees, among others.
June 3-: Vigan-Laoag- Pagudpud Photo Safari.
Fee: P18,500 per person.
For more info, email mandynavasero@yahoo.com or
call 899-1767

THE numbers are in and, as expected,
the Lopez Group ended 2010 on extremely solid financial ground. To cite a
couple of examples, First Gen’s attributable net income to parent increased by
319%, while ABS-CBN’s consolidated
net income improved by 87%. These are
impressive performances by any standard, made even more so by the challenging economic environment in which
these milestones were carved. Check out
the complete numbers in our financial
roundup on page 2.
Meanwhile, first-time cover feature
Lopez Holdings is not to be outdone,
taking center stage as it marks a very important milestone—getting out of debt. Find out what’s in store for
the 18-year-old flagship holding company as it starts a new chapter
in its corporate life, as revealed by Lopez Holdings president Salvador G. Tirona.
Our success in the past year should make Labor Day 2011 an
especially significant one. Even as we toast our collective economic
achievements, we also acknowledge the Group’s leadership. Thanks to
their unstinting support and the stability our jobs in the Lopez Group
companies afforded us, we most of us had been largely shielded from
the effects of the economic and social crises of the recent past.
Experts say it’s milder this time around, but with summer nevertheless in full swing, it pays to be careful as we bring our families to
the beach, to tourist spots or even just around the metro. Have basics
like water, umbrellas and sunblock on hand especially for your kiddie
and senior companions.
Mother’s Day falls on May 8 this year. Call your mom, send her
flowers, buy a cake, treat her to dinner, sit down with her for an afternoon of reminiscing or small talk—do just one thing or do everything! For the finishing touch, take her shopping; get her something
frivolous she’s always had her heart set on but never bought. We have
some pretty awesome finds from Power Plant Mall that will surely
delight Mom, whether she’s into shoes, chocolates or clothes.
Lore has it that had he been the baby girl his parents expected,
he would have been named “Gloria,” for he was born on Black Saturday or Sabado de Gloria more than four decades ago. Now 81, Lopez
Group chairman emeritus Oscar M. Lopez still looks forward to his
birthday and is proud to tell people his age, as he wrote in a recent
blog post on www.oscarmlopez.com.
We also extend our sincere birthday greetings to Amb. Manuel
M. Lopez as he celebrates his birthday on May 20. At 69, the tireless

Dear Rosie

Amb. Lopez has had 45 successful years in the corporate world, most
of which he spent building up and steering Meralco through some
of the most challenging times in its history. Now, as a public servant,
Amb. Lopez remains deeply involved in looking after the welfare of
the Filipinos in Japan almost two months after the deadly March 11
quake/tsunami, among his other duties. Happy birthday, Ambassador!
ooOoo
I missed the Kubotan session. Will there be another one?—Junie
Yes, Lifelong Wellness will be holding another session. If you are
interested, contact Benjo Sandoval at benjosandoval@gmail.com or
at 631-6394. To learn more about Kubotan, see page 10.
ooOoo
Thanks for the info on “The Price is Right.” I showed it to my sister
who is interested to join as a studio contestant. Hope we get lucky
soon. Wish us luck!—Ace
ooOoo
How many more signatures are required for the No to Mining in
Palawan drive?—Cap
As of April 26, the group has gathered a combined total of a
little over 1 million signatures online and on-ground. They need nine
million more! To learn more about the campaign, visit www.no2mininginpalawan.com. We also have an update on page 3.
ooOoo
Does Lopez Museum have any summer workshops?—Kennette
There are several arts and crafts workshops slated for May that
might interest you, including one on pinhole photography. There’s
also an upcoming exhibit that you might want to check out, About
Face. Read more about the museum’s activities on page 9.
ooOoo
Is it true that there will be a Group-wide sports fest this year?
Where and when?—“Excited”
According to the HR Council’s Beth Canlas, there will be a Lopez Olympics to be held at the University of Makati (UMak) on June
25. Also known as the home of the Azkals, UMak is located at J.P.
Rizal Extension, West Rembo, Makati.
If you have questions, comments, opinions, suggestions and reactions
about anything and everything about the Lopez Group, please send
them to Dear Rosie through email DearRosie@benpres-holdings.
com or lopezlink@gmail.com or be a friend or fan on Facebook.

GRIFFIN SIERRA RECOMMENDS

Sweden’s midnight sun
By Leanne Mae Alvarez

WHEN Sweden comes to mind, all you might
think about are Vikings, herring, Volvo and
ABBA. Unlike the olden times, you won’t be
greeted by Viking ships as you enter the coasts of
Sweden. Today, a country rich in history and culture awaits you as you take your first steps in an
awesome journey.
In contrast to the warlike nation it was known as
before, you will find Sweden to be a very peaceful

country. You can start your trip by taking a stroll
on Gotland’s countryside, wherein you might end
up at a king’s burial mound or even the remains of
hilltop fortresses. Cycling paths are also very popular, so be sure to rent a bike to enjoy the view.
When you think of Sweden’s weather and
that of its neighboring Scandinavian countries,
you might imagine about snow-filled streets and
snowcapped mountains. Well, you better think
again as this former Viking
country is also worth visiting
because of its midnight sun
and polar nights.
Nothing can be stranger than
waking up at 4 a.m. to clear
blue skies and the sun in your
eyes. And if you’re used to the
sun setting at 6 p.m., well,
during the summer months,
nighttime just looks like a
dimmer version of daytime.
The midnight sun is a period
of constant daylight, so there
really is no night and day dur-

and
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polar nights

ing the summer. This is the best time to go hiking
in Lapland, and losing track of time can be one
of the best experiences you can have in Sweden.
You have to visit during the second half of June
to catch the midnight sun, but these are also the
months of the mosquito season, so better bring repellants.
During the winter there is an equally interesting phenomenon called the polar nights. The
polar nights happen when the sun never rises
above the horizon, and only very dim light can
be experienced at midday. This is the best time to
experience the famous Northern Lights or aurora
borealis.
If you want to visit during winter, don’t forget to
bring some serious winter clothes, and stay overnight at the world famous Ice Hotel!
And since you’re already in Sweden, why not
visit the rest of the Scandinavian countries, namely Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland? Better
drop by Russia too! Sign up for our 12-day Scandinavia and Russia tour on July 16-27, 2011. Call
Griffin Sierra Travel at 898-2451 to 57 or email
sales@griffin-sierra.com.ph now!

New destinations

Russia. From $3,308 per person, visit
the Kremlin, St. Basil’s Cathedral, the
Kremlin and other sites. Rate includes
round-trip economy airfare, four-star
hotel accommodation with daily meals,
transfers, entrance fees and Englishspeaking guide.
Singapore. From $371 per person,
includes round-trip economy airfare, two
nights, three-star hotel accommodation
with daily breakfast and round-trip
transfers. Also available until June 30,
2011, special room rate for Lopez Group
employees for Marina Bay Sands’ luxurious one-bedroom Orchid Suite!
Hong Kong Disneyland. From $371 per
person, the 2+1 and 3+1 promo includes
round-trip economy airfare, round-trip
airport transfers, hotel accommodation
and HK Disneyland tickets. Book two
persons on this package and the third
person is free, or book three persons and
the fourth person is free.
Contact Griffin Sierra at 898-2451
to 57. Package prices are subject to taxes
and surcharges. (L.M. Alvarez)
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What’s new
from ABS-CBN Publishing this May

By Cherry Pineda

cover. The past and the future come together in one issue
as Metro toasts its history as a lifestyle/fashion magazine, and looks to the future by listing talents to watch in
“The Next Wave.” Top photographers pay homage to Metro’s most
famous covers, while vaunted makeup artists recreate iconic beauty
looks. Finally, read essays by Jim Paredes, Lourd de Veyra, Teng
Roma, Reggie Aspiras, Carlo Tadiar and Freida Dario to see how
much has changed in their respective fields in the past 22 years.

A musical May with ‘Chalk’

Yeng Constantino talks about her passion for music and the new
things in her life such as her all-girl band Sesa. Girls continue to
take center stage with the rock divas of General Luna sharing their
best beauty weapons, and hippie chicks model the best bohemianinspired outfits! Read about the hottest local bands, K-Pop mania,
tips on how to support Pinoy music, and relationship stories of
musicians’ girlfriends in Chalk’s May issue, too!

KC tells all to SSM!

KC Concepcion reveals more about her relationship with Piolo
Pascual and about the other people and passions that rule her
life in a 24-page spread featuring photographs by Mark Nicdao.
StarStudio also brings you behind the scenes of the ABS-CBN
“Bida Best sa Tag-Araw” summer station ID shoot. And here’s a
first in the 11 years of StarStudio: the most treasured possessions of
your favorite stars in “100 Possessions and Obsessions”!

A ‘Metro’ smorgasbord!

The Sarah-Cristine reconciliation in
‘The Buzz Magasin’

Celebrate Metro’s 22nd anniversary with a fashion, beauty and
lifestyle smorgasbord in the May issue, with Iza Calzado on the

Sarah Geronimo finally made peace with Cristine Reyes. Does
this mean she has also forgiven her ex, Rayver Cruz? Meanwhile,
rumors say Kris Aquino is at a disadvantage in the division of

properties with James Yap. How true is this? Jennylyn Mercado
and Dennis Trillo, on the other hand, are silent with regard to their
breakup. Thus, many speculate that their separation was “violent.”
What is the truth behind all this?

That’s so ‘Maven’

ABS-CBN Publishing’s new bimonthly magazine, Maven, aims
to bridge the gap between the collegiate readers of Chalk and the
more fashion-savvy followers of Metro. By enlisting experts in the
fields of fashion, beauty
and relationships, Maven
is the life companion for
young Filipino women
who want to live and
love the best way they
can. Georgina Wilson is
Maven’s first cover girl,
and other feature-worthy women within its
pages include celebrity
stylist Alyanna Martinez
and writer Tweet Sering,
who stay true to Maven’s
tagline, “homegrown, real
and glamorous.”
Get the newest issues of
your favorite magazines
at leading bookstores and

ROCKWELL POWER PLANT FINDS

In the mood for
By Aicar Masangkay

MOTHER’S Day is just around the corner.
Have you started planning something
special for your mom? Always keep in
mind that giving her the simplest of things
is enough to create the most heartwarming
memory. Here is a list of some basic gift items
that can be found at Power Plant Mall:

Shu Uemura
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Shu Uemura came out with its Sakura collection for its second collaboration with Japanese
photographer Mika Ninagawa. Featuring
limited edition products such as the Rouge
Unlimited and Rouge Unlimited Super
Shine lipsticks, the UV under base
mousse, and compact foundation case in
cute and vibrant packaging, this collection
is definitely a must-have!

Chocolate Schu Bar

Make sure that your mom has a
new pair (or two) of sandals she
can use when she brings your
young siblings to their summer
activities. The Chocolate Schu
Bar offers simple yet stylish
designs from its spring/
summer collection
that are
sure to
match any
personality.

Nine West

Match any summer outfit
with a
brown
bag from
Nine
West’s
recent collection. A
handbag that can transition from morning to
evening wear, it’s functional, stylish and convenient! It’s a good investment for any mom
that’s always on the go.

K & Company

Give your mom a beautiful
dress as a token of appreciation for all the work
she’s done for
you and your
family. Having
recently released
its summer collection, K & Company
has always offered
elegant dresses for
the working woman.

Charles & Keith

Clothes for the office are
almost always black and gray.

Don’t let your mom be the only exception to
the burst of colors the summer season brings
with it. Add a dash of color to her usual work
outfits with Charles & Keith’s new releases!

Royce

Chocolate
completes every
gift-giving occasion, and what
better chocolate
to give than a
box of Royce’s Nama variant? This super soft
and delicate chocolate comes in five
different flavors that combine fresh
cream and premium brandies
or champagne, among other
ingredients.

May events

Treat your mom to a day of
“Mom and Me” activities at
different venues of Power
Plant Mall on Mother’s Day
Week! Also, catch the yearly
Make Your Own Havaianas
craze at the Rockwell Tent
from May 10-16 and make
your own unique pair! For
more info, call 898-1702
or visit www.facebook.
com/PowerPlantMall.

